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The “Internet Generation”?
It’s just like life, you can do anything really. . . . My younger cousins, . . . they’re now coming into an age
where the Internet is all they’ve ever known. (Lorie, 17, from Essex)1

If the Internet is, as Lorie suggests, “just like life,” for better and for worse, then the mother
of ten-year-old Anna is surely observing a profound generational transformation when she
says:
I’ll have to come up to a level because otherwise I will, I’ll be a dinosaur, and the children, when children
laugh at you and sort of say “Blimey, mum, don’t you even know that?” . . . Already now I might do
something and I say “Anna, Anna, what is it I’ve got to do here?” and she’ll go “Oh mum, you’ve just
got to click the—” and she’ll be whizzing, whizzing dreadfully.

For previously new media—books, comics, cinema, radio, and television—even if parents
weren’t familiar with the particular contents their children engaged with, at least they could
access and understand the medium so that, if they wished to understand what their children
were doing or share the activity with them, they could. With the advent of digital media,
things have changed. The demands of the computer interface are signiﬁcant, rendering
many parents “dinosaurs” in the information age inhabited by their children. But, more
importantly, attention to these demands blinds us to the real challenge of using digital
media, namely the potential for engagement with information and education content, and
for participation in online activities, networks, and communities. Indeed, the very difﬁculty
of accessing and using the internet beguiles many adults into believing that if only they
could master “clicking” on links with the mouse, then they—like their children—would be
internet “experts.” This is not a belief that we hold for the pen, else we’d stop teaching pupils
English once they had learned to read and write, but the child who “whizzes” around the
screen seems so skilled that, we conclude comfortably, they know all they need to know
already.
Such a conclusion seems conﬁrmed by the extraordinary news headlines of young hackers
breaking national security codes or teenage entrepreneurs making a fortune on E-Bay, not to
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mention the youthful origins of such recent successes as Google and YouTube. Young people
themselves, conscious of being the ﬁrst generation to grow up with the internet, concur with
the public celebration of their status as “digital natives.”2 Amir (15, from London) says
conﬁdently, “I don’t ﬁnd it hard to use a computer because I got into it quickly. You learn
quick because it’s a very fun thing to do.” Nina (17, from Manchester) adds scathingly, “My
Dad hasn’t even got a clue. Can’t even work the mouse. . . . So I have to go on the Internet for
him.” But while these claims contain a sizeable grain of truth, we must also recognize their
rhetorical value for the speakers. Only in rare instances in history have children gained greater
expertise than parents in skills highly valued by society (diasporic children’s learning of the
host language before their parents is a good example). More usually, youthful expertise—
in music, games, or imaginative play—is accorded little, serious value by adults, even if
envied nostalgically. Thus, although young people’s newfound online skills are justiﬁably
trumpeted by both generations, this does not put them beyond critical scrutiny, for the
young entrepreneurs and hackers are the exceptions rather than the norm.
This chapter will engage with several claims illustrated by Anna’s mother, above. First, I
propose that the widespread struggle among educators, parents, researchers and policy makers to conceptualize what it is (young) people “know” or need to know when using the internet is usefully resolved by conceptualizing this knowledge in terms of literacy. This allows us
to draw on, and learn from, a long intellectual history of debate over the nature of literacy
(from print literacy to audiovisual and media literacies, information literacy, advertising literacy, cyberliteracy, games literacy, critical literacy, and many more), notwithstanding critical
doubts over “literacy” as a normative or elitist project.3 Through the concept of literacy, I
suggest, we can weave together an account of basic and advanced skills, linking individual
skills with social practices and crossing the boundary between formal and informal learning.
Second, I show that the internet poses speciﬁc and new demands on the understanding of its
users (and would-be users), which, as empirical work with children themselves reveals, not
all manage. Third, and contrary to Anna’s mother’s assumption, I argue that mastering the
technology means mastering not just the hardware, but all that the internet affords its users.
Thus we should be satisﬁed with nothing less than an ambitious deﬁnition of literacy given
the considerable social, economic, cultural, and political ambitions that society has for the
information society and, especially, for the so-called “internet generation.”
Introducing Three Children
To ground the present discussion, and without meaning either to celebrate or to criticize
them, I will brieﬂy introduce three children who participated in the UK Children Go Online
project to convey the richness and subtlety of their knowledge of, and their continuing
struggles with, the internet.4 For behind the excited rhetoric of young online experts, the
everyday reality is inevitably more complex, as ethnographic research on the domestication
of new technologies readily shows.5
I ﬁrst visited Megan when she was eight years old, in 1999. A bright girl from a working
class family, Megan lived in a media-rich but small house with her rather “stay-at-home”
parents and her older brother, a computer enthusiast. She loved writing stories and animals,
especially her pet hamster. She also loved playing on the computer, and her parents proudly
termed her “an information junkie,” having high educational aspirations for her. At the same
time, they kept an eye on her internet use from the living room, being cautious about her
online activities and encouraging visiting trusted sites rather than bold exploration, gently
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restricting her to information rather than communication applications. When I sat with
Megan while she showed me her online activities, my observations suggested that her skills
were somewhat exaggerated by her parents, her internet use being narrowly concentrated on
three sites—AskJeeves for searching, Nickelodeon for games (linked to her favorite children’s
television series Rugrats), and a few sites about pets (e.g., Petstore.com). Her use of these sites
often proved frustrating and inefﬁcient.
In 2003, I returned to the family, when Megan was 12. Though various aspects of family life
had now changed—her father had a new job, her mother had returned to full-time work, her
brother had taken over the father as the “computer buff,” the computer had been upgraded,
and Megan had begun secondary school—it is the constancies that were more striking in
this close, quiet family. Lively and chatty as ever, grungy if not quite a teenager yet, Megan
still reads and writes stories—now on the computer, using the AOL story-writing option on
the kids’ page. She still searches for homework or leisure-related interests, now using Google.
As before, she follows her interest in animals onto the internet—for example, using Neopets
to name and keep a pet.6 She’s become a fan of The Sims, visiting the Sims Web site and
sites with game cheats and, having gained a taste for horror, she enjoys playing “against the
grain” by murdering her Sims and writing gothic tales of murder and destruction.7 Yet, as
before, her online skills seem more limited than her conﬁdent talk suggests. She had lost the
password for her “neopet,” nor could she manage to get the Web master to e-mail it to her.
She now has an e-mail and instant messenger account, but rarely uses it, and there is nothing
in her inbox when she looks. She ignores invitations on sites to chat, vote, or e-mail. When
I ask what is listed under “favorites,” she says she does not know, having never looked, and
when something goes wrong, she skims over the problem rather than stopping to ﬁgure out
what happened. So though her online style is quick and competent, getting where she wants
efﬁciently, her range is narrow, with little exploration. In addition, there seems little need to
worry about online risks, for Megan has internalized the caution once explicitly impressed
on her by her parents.
Megan’s internet use illustrates several key features of the online experience—a continuity
in interests ofﬂine and online (pets, stories), a continuity in individual learning style and
family mediation over time (from child to teen), the gap between parental pride in a child’s
expertise and his or her ability to make the technology do what he or she wants it to, and
parental ambivalence over the fact that encouraging conﬁdent exploration online also makes
a child vulnerable to online risks. Although all of these features of internet use are supported
by social science research,8 research also shows that not all young people are as cautious as
Megan in their online experience, as the next case study illustrates.
Fifteen-year-old Anisah is from a Ghanaian family and lives on a once-very troubled housing estate. We ﬁrst visited Anisah, a middle child, lively and conﬁdent, when she was 12. The
family lived in a small two-bedroom ﬂat, the computer squeezed into the living room along
with most other family activities. Her educated parents had not found work in the U.K. that
matched their qualiﬁcations, leading them to place huge educational expectations on their
three children—evident in their many encyclopedias and educational CD-ROMs, the emphasis placed on homework and computer access, and the parental support for children’s ofﬂine
and online learning. At 12, Anisah was active and outgoing—she danced, played netball,
shopped, and socialized through the church—but as she lived far from her school friends
and was often alone, she also used the internet on most days, enjoying making friends in
chat rooms, liking to feel ahead of her classmates (most of her peers didn’t have home access). Though she beneﬁted from using the internet to research school projects (using Yahoo,
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Excite, or BBC Online), her skills were imperfect: she told us about doing a project on China
(the country) for which she needed an illustration; she searched, downloaded, and inserted
into her work a picture of china (porcelain) from a Web site in Maine, United States, not
realizing the problem.9
Anisah at 15 had become a charming, strong-minded, articulate teenager, doing well at
school and hoping to become a designer. Having moved to a new house, she and her sister
now have a bedroom to themselves and, to her delight, this also houses the computer. Interestingly, the family’s serious, moral attitude has become even stronger in Anisah. Unusually
for her age group, Anisah reads the news on the homepage of her ISP. She revises for exams
online using the BBC’s Bitesize. We discuss how—unlike her peers—she refuses to download
music, it being both illegal and wrong. She claims to have seen no pornography, though her
mother worries about this, checking up on Anisah and so invading her privacy, as Anisah
sees it. The interview with her mother pinpoints an ambivalence between saying “children
are children” who require guidance and seeing Anisah as part of the “guru generation” who
know about the internet. Though she uses e-mail and instant messaging programs, often
chatting to her friends late into the night (a practice of which her mother is unaware),
Anisah is now scathing about chat rooms because of the risk from dangerous contacts and
because chatting to strangers seems pointless (reﬂecting a widespread campaign in the U.K.
about the risks of chatrooms).10 Much of her internet use is purposeful—to research art work
for a project, to follow her interest in design, to ﬁnd a cheap ﬂight, and so forth.
From Anisah’s experience, we can add to the picture gleaned from observing Megan. Being
both older and more experienced, Anisah has bypassed some of the struggles Megan has with
accessing online content, but this means she faces the next level of challenge—what exactly
did Anisah need to know about the porcelain pictures to avoid her mistake? And, did the
mistake result from her poor searching skills (i.e., using an ambiguous search term, “china”)
or her assessment of the Web site’s content and reliability (ﬁnding a commercial site on
the wrong topic) or, even, a problem occasioned by poor Web site design or search engine
algorithms? One also wonders what complementary knowledge would be required by the
teacher, if he or she is to detect such a mistake and, in school, how the teacher could have
better advised Anisah. Internet literacy surely is not simply a feature of the individual, but
rather emerges (or fails to emerge) from the interrelation between individual skill, education,
and interface design, a point I shall develop below. Anisah’s case also shows the importance
of family background in shaping internet use—her parents’ cultural capital compensates for
their lack of economic capital11 in helping Anisah “get ahead,” a motivation held, but not
always achieved, by many parents for their children;12 as Anna’s mother said, “I think from
the children’s point of view they are so incredibly lucky to be able to have the information in
their dining room . . . and I think they are at an incredible advantage to other children. Not
every family has got a computer, and I think children are disadvantaged if they don’t.” Less
typically, though characteristic of religious families, Anisah’s parents’ strong moral values
guide and restrict the nature of her online activities in a manner that, for the most part,
she accepts.13 Where Anisah diverges from her parents—in seeking covert opportunities for
peer-to-peer communication, she reminds us that literacy encompasses all skills—both those
approved of by adults and those disapproved of.14
My third case adds further dimensions to our growing account of youthful internet use:
Ted was 14 when we ﬁrst visited. More afﬂuent than either Megan or Anisah, Ted is privately
educated and lives in a white, middle-class family. Perhaps because he is an only child and
dyslexic, Ted is rather overprotected at home; he watches a lot of television, though he also
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spends time playing sports and out with friends. Education seems less emphasized in this
household except as a means to gain a comfortable lifestyle. Like many children, Ted cannot
remember a time before the family had a computer, though the internet is recent. Unlike
many others, he does not profess much expertise about these technologies. “I haven’t got a
clue,” he said, when things go wrong. Indeed, being a computer consultant, his mother is the
expert at home, guiding Ted in his use of the internet. She bookmarked the BBC’s Bitesize
for him, though he does not use it, and also checks the history ﬁle to see what he does
online. Indeed, internet use in this family is fairly social, with a parent often in the study
while Ted researches his homework online or plays games, and he also goes online with his
friend and internet “guru,” Ted following Mark’s lead.15 They check on their favorite stars,
television programs, sports stuff, send jokey e-mails to their mates, and they visit Yahoo
Chat—pretending to be older, to be other people, to meet girls. For Ted, the internet is
mainly “fun and funny, it’s good, frustrating sometimes”—especially in relation to effective
searching.
We revisited Ted when he was 18, about to go to university. Family life had changed, with
fewer family activities and Ted spending a lot of time in his room. Yet Ted still says that his
mother is better at using the internet than he is, particularly for searching (this seems likely,
when we observe his rather poor searching skills). And when we ask, he has little idea why
sites exist or what purposes they may serve. Like many teens, though unlike Anisah, who
considers it wrong, Ted now spends a lot of time downloading music via the peer-to-peer
ﬁle sharing system Kazaa while, multitasking, he conducts instant messaging with friends.
Again unlike Anisah, Ted hardly searches the Web at all now—only checking out university
sites for possible courses when he needs to; the internet has become for him a medium of
communication and music, not of information or education.
Thus, Ted adds further features to our growing insight into youthful internet literacy.
Regarding the discrepancy between economic and cultural capital, his is the contrary case
to Anisah. Where Anisah illustrates the hopes of those who provide internet access for the
otherwise disadvantaged,16 Ted shows that simply having the resources (ﬁnancial, educational, and parental) does not necessarily get you ahead if a genuine interest in learning
and exploration is not cultivated early. Second, Ted’s use of the internet is more social than
either Megan or Anisah—where Megan takes turns with her brother on the internet, and
Anisah uses it alone or to guide her little sister, Ted goes online with his friend or his mother
and so gains from their greater expertise: literacy is, for Ted, part of a social practice, not
just a cognitive skill.17 Last, one should note that while Ted, like the other two, would appear to a superﬁcial observer to multitask effectively, “whizzing around” in the manner that
impressed Anna’s mother, the beneﬁts he gains from the internet are curtailed ﬁrst by his
lack of interest in information, education, or exploration and, second, by his poor skills in
searching and evaluating Web sites, though one should not underestimate the importance
of gaining communication-related literacy skills, especially for teenagers.
Indeed, we can compare their adoption of the interactive potential of the Internet18 as
follows: Megan mainly uses the internet to search Web sites and play games—what Sally
McMillan (2006) terms user–document and user–system interactivity respectively.19 For Ted,
user–user interactivity (chat, e-mail) is more important. Anisah makes perhaps the broadest
use of online options, treating the internet as a more ﬂexible and diverse tool. These three
rather different young people also share some common experiences: each, for reasons of gender, class, ethnicity, or special educational needs, is partly on the “wrong” side of the digital
divide,20 challenged to use their skills and resources to overcome this and get what they
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want from and through the internet. Each is treading a careful line between parent-approved
and child-favored activities, raising issues of domestic regulation (and its dependence on
national regulation), which balance freedom, safety, and privacy,21 and each is developing
valued expertise—“internet literacy,” though they seem more focused on making the interface work rather than on developing the broader and more ambitious critical and creative
literacies that internet use affords.
Why “Internet Literacy”? An Excursion into Theory
To those for whom “literacy” means “just” reading and writing, the notion of internet literacy (or computer literacy, cyber-literacy, etc.) will seem puzzling. To nonnative English
speakers, the lack of a ready translation for “literacy” into some languages also poses a
difﬁculty.22 Raymond Williams (1983) traces the historical emergence of the English term
“literacy” not from “ABC” or “pen and paper,” but from “literature,” a term that once combined the adjective meaning being discerning and knowledgeable according to “standards
of polite learning” with the noun for a body of writing of nationally acknowledged esthetic
merit.23 Today, as he observes, “literature” has come to refer only to the noun, with its associated adjective, “literary,” while by the end of the nineteenth century, “literacy” (and its
adjective, “literate”) “was a new word invented to express the achievement and possession of
what were increasingly seen as general and necessary skills.”24 Signiﬁcantly, this new word
became necessary as the ability to read spread beyond the elite to the mass public, needed
to characterize the growing body of people with the skills to read and write but who lacked
familiarity with the literary canon. In other words, with the advent of mass education and
the commensurate rise of mass literacy, many people became literate but not literary, and
the “uses of literacy,” as Richard Hoggart put it,25 became increasingly subject to regulatory scrutiny and governance.26 Indeed, the advent of a literate but supposedly uncritical
public occasioned a series of “moral panics” accompanying each new mass medium (and,
today, each new interactive medium) (Drotner 1992),27 which focused precisely on the consequences of access without discernment.28 Thus, the transition from print to audiovisual
media has been accompanied by widespread cultural anxieties, particularly regarding youth
that in turn position “media literacy” as a form of necessary critical defense against the
standardized, commodiﬁed message of “the culture industries.”29
In introducing these three children above, I have deliberately outlined an ambitious definition of young people’s “internet literacy” that draws on the research literature so as to
encompass three dimensions. First, literacy is a form of knowledge with clear continuities
across communicative forms (print, audiovisual, interpersonal, digital). As regards the internet, this knowledge poses a phased series of challenges, from initial hardware difﬁculties of
access through to more complex interpretative and evaluative competences regarding content and services that are distinctively afforded by (or socially inscribed into) the technology
or text. Second, literacy is a situated form of knowing that bridges individual skill and social
practices that is enabled (or impeded) by (unequally distributed) economic, cultural, and
social resources (or capital). Crucially, this emerges from the interaction between individual
activity, technology or interface design, and institutional shaping, and cannot be understood solely as “a neutral technical skill.”30 Thirdly, literacy comprises a set of culturally
regulated competences encompassing both that which is normatively valued and that which
is disapproved or transgressive. “Internet literacy” in particular may be distinguished from
other forms of literacy to the extent that the speciﬁc skills, experiences, texts, institutions,
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and cultural values associated with the internet differ from those associated with print,
audiovisual, or other forms of communication.31
Reviewing recent research on “media literacy,” a ﬁeld that concentrates primarily on broadcasting and audiovisual media forms, and that draws on both humanities and social science,
James Potter (2004) cites over twenty deﬁnitions.32 However, many of these broadly concur
with the clear and concise deﬁnition proposed by the National Leadership Conference on
Media Literacy held in the United States in 1992, namely “the ability to access, analyze,
evaluate, and communicate messages in a variety of forms.”33 In the parallel realm of information science, the recent transition in the dissemination and management of information
sources, from authoritative and controlled forms (encyclopedias, libraries, expert databases)
to networked, diverse, ﬂexibly specialized forms of representation of the information or
knowledge society, has positioned “information literacy” as a vital skill in the competitive
global marketplace. This ﬁeld concentrates primarily on computing, telecommunications,
and information technologies, and draws on the study of information processing, computer
science, and library studies to theorize, especially, multiple levels of access competences,
to identify a range of barriers and enablers to access, and establish initiatives for training
or redistributing otherwise-unequal skills across the population. For, as Mark Warschauer
puts it, “the ability to access, adapt, and create new knowledge using new information and
communication technology is critical to social inclusion in today’s era.”34
Such an approach is, interestingly, strikingly parallel to that of media literacy.35 The
UNESCO-funded multinational gathering of experts organized by the U.S. National Commission on Library and Information Science and National Forum on Information Literacy
stated that “information literacy encompasses knowledge of one’s information concerns and
needs, and the ability to identify, locate, evaluate, organize, and effectively create, use, and
communicate information to address issues and problems at hand.”36 In this document,
also known as The Prague Declaration, we see the same fourfold deﬁnition, now identiﬁed
as “a prerequisite for participating effectively in the Information Society” and “part of the
basic human right of life long learning.”37 So, with the widespread diffusion of information
and communication technologies, the notion of information literacy has been developed
to encompass the competences required to design and use complex digital systems for the
representation and distribution of information. However, now that the internet converges
multiple technologies, forms, and spaces of mediation and information—blurring hitherto
distinctive social practices of information and entertainment, work and leisure, public and
private, even childhood and adulthood, national and global—a convergence of media (or
audiovisual) and information literacies is needed to map out a constructive route to understanding what (young) people know, and need to know, regarding that deceptively simple
notion of “using the internet.”
Charting the Limits of Young People’s Internet Literacy
In thinking about young people’s internet literacies, both the traditions of media literacy
and information literacy are useful in recognizing the cognitive and social challenges posed
by access (to hardware, software, content, and services) as well as the dimensions of literacy
concerned with analyzing and critically evaluating content for its textual forms, genres,
biases, and reliability. Undoubtedly, Megan, Anisah, and Ted’s families are not alone in
their struggles to appropriate this new technology—even to choose, locate, and operate the
hardware, and deal with the constant and cascading demands to update and upgrade, let
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alone to access the content and services accessible online.38 Megan’s computer was inherited
from her father’s workplace and so came set up with many puzzling features that remained
long after the computer had been brought home. Ted’s inability to bookmark sites also
limits his efﬁciency in accessing information, while Anisah’s attempt to obtain illustrations
of China shows the challenge of searching.
One observational session in thirteen-year-old Candy’s middle-class household clearly illustrates the problems of access and its link to critical understanding and content creation.
Candy was trying to ﬁnd a German Web site on food and drink to help with her schoolwork. First she checked with her father that “du” is the German equivalent of U.K. He
says yes, then thinks it might be dr. This doesn’t work, so she tries www.esse.com.du.
This doesn’t work, so she tries .de, with no more success. The researcher suggests she
tries www.esseundtrinke.com.de but this doesn’t work either, because mistakenly she typed
“trinke” without the “n.” She notes that she couldn’t access the site at school either. The
observer suggests she puts an “n” in “essen” and she says that there should be one in “trinke”
as well, but no luck (perhaps because the words are run together as one—searching for “essen und trinken” produces thousands of useful hits). Candy’s father then suggests .dr for
Deutsche Republik or “just to leave the last bit off and see if it ﬁnds it.” Neither works. Her
brother, Bob, comes across to try to help, but he can’t remember any German sites. Now
Candy is trying www.yahoo.co.du. Bob suggests Capital d, but still no luck. Her mother
then comes into the room and tries to help. She suggests they try .uk to see if “the whole
thing is working.” Her mother goes to the refresh option on the ISP home page. Candy jokes
“Don’t do that! It goes on to a porn page!” Evidently, once she did this and this happened.
She knows this must mean that someone in the house had accessed it earlier! The mother
tries www.yahoo.co.uk and immediately the page comes up. So the family conclude that the
problem lies with the name of the German site they are trying to access and is not a problem
with their skills; so Candy gives up. This whole process took ten minutes, and the attention
of the whole family.
Some of these difﬁculties have been effectively theorized within the information literacy
tradition where, as noted above, “mere access” has long been recognized as posing signiﬁcant
barriers to many. In relation to media literacy, access has until recently been a minor issue;
turning on the television or radio, picking up a newspaper, or going to the cinema are not
challenging skills, oft-claimed to render these “democratic” media; although today, using
the electronic program guide, installing multiple digital channels, or accessing interactive
content raise questions familiar to those in the information/computer tradition. Where the
media literacy tradition is arguably more advanced than that of information literacy is in
relation to critical understanding. Mass media have been characterized by limited spectrum,
expensive distribution channels, centralized organization, and strong state regulation, these
combining to maintain a strong distinction between producers and consumers, with elite
ﬁlters operating to select material to be distributed in accordance with criteria of cultural
quality, editorial values, professional production conventions, and political or market pressures. Consequently, media literacy teaching especially has often centered on understanding and critiquing the operation and consequences of these elite public or private sector
organizations.
But, to the extent that the internet enables cheap, accessible, diverse, and dispersed forms
of knowledge distribution, the emphasis of critical literacy must be broadened to include
information searching, navigation, sorting, assessing relevance, evaluating sources, judging
reliability, and identifying bias. All these tasks increasingly fall to the ordinary user in a
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fast-changing environment in which familiar markers of authority, value, trust, and authenticity are lacking.39 Nor are these tasks inconsequential, for they are applied in domains extending far beyond the entertainment or hobby activities associated with traditional media.
Many young people ﬁnd this exciting and empowering, affording diverse forms of expertise,
expression, and exploration,40 and the recent explosion of “user-generated content” certainly
attests to the appeal of gaining expertise in this new online environment. Many, however,
are less expert. In the “UK Children Go Online” survey, of those nine- to nineteen-year-olds
who go online at least once a week, four in ten said they trust most or all online content—
revealing, arguably, the scale of the challenge for media or internet literacy programs. For
the majority who are more skeptical, one must ask how they decide what to trust: only one
in three said they have been advised how to judge the reliability of online information.41 As
we saw with Ted, many have little idea of the motives that lead individuals or institutions to
make information available online, and when asked to speculate, those interviewed in focus
groups tended to assume benevolent and generous intentions to site authors. Steve (17, from
Manchester) told me sites exist because “somebody’s just thought this is my interest, and I’m
going to share it with the world.” So, critical literacy is a vital part of internet literacy, with
trust a central issue in navigating the online environment. Yet most children and young
people we interviewed in the focus groups appeared to be ignorant of the motives behind
the Web sites they were using, and many, it was clear, had not thought about this question
at all.
Moreover, the design of online resources often impedes the development of further skills or
competences online. Even at 18 and at a private school with great IT facilities, Ted struggles
to search effectively, typing in key words inappropriately, confused about bookmarking and
so always retyping addresses, and not understanding why you can’t always go “back” (itself a
good question).42 Similarly, why can’t Megan work out how to get the Neopets site to remind
her of her password? Since her teachers say she is an intelligent girl, perhaps the problem
lies with the site design? Certainly, as I observe her attempts, the lack of any site feedback
on her repeated mistakes seems a striking failure to encourage learning when needed.43 In
one visit, Megan (aged 12) shows me how the AOL kids home page offers a story-writing
option. The site contains a standard story with gaps—you insert your own name, that of a
friend, your favorite color, and so forth, and the result is a personalized story you can print
out. The discussion then turns, and Megan switches to Microsoft Works to show me the
story she is currently writing: this turns out to be a lengthy, closely written thriller, heavy
on dialogue and drama, containing tragedy, murder, a mysterious beautiful foreign woman
saying dramatic and intriguing things as she rushes about solving mysteries. The story uses
elaborate forms of expression, a complex vocabulary, includes exciting and witty writing,
if rather breathless and melodramatic. The same girl, two stories, one highly literate, yet
enabled merely by the blank page, one minimally literate and positively impeded by some
“creative” software.
Empirical observation of young people’s internet use suggests that, conceptually, we must
recognize that literacy emerges from the dynamic interaction between user and technology
and that, consequently, politically, we must take care in criticizing individuals for limits
of their online activities, for this is implicitly to assume that interfaces are well designed
and that necessary resources are readily available. In practice, interfaces also obscure, impede, and undermine, especially in the new media and information environment where
cultural conventions of representation are not yet familiar, cues to interpretation are inconsistent or confusing, and a critique of the new information environment is underdeveloped.
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Furthermore, young people’s internet literacy does not yet match the headline image of the
intrepid pioneer, not because young people lack imagination or initiative, but because the
institutions that manage their internet access and use are constraining or unsupportive—
anxious parents, uncertain teachers, busy politicians, proﬁt-oriented content providers. In
recent years, popular online activities have one by one become fraught with difﬁculties for
young people—chat rooms and social networking sites are closed down because of the risk
of pedophiles, music downloading has resulted in legal actions for copyright infringement,
educational institutions are increasingly instituting plagiarism procedures, and so forth. In
practice, the Internet is not quite as welcoming a place for young people as popular rhetoric
would have one believe, and in this, of course, it is not so different from ofﬂine social
institutions concerned with young people.44
Convergent Literacies for Convergent Technologies
As audiovisual and information technologies converge, most notably but not only through
the internet, people’s skills and competences and, therefore, the research that seeks to understand them must also converge. The traditions of literacy scholarship discussed above each
contribute to the analysis of internet literacy in complementary ways. Media literacy has
developed a better account of the nature of the sensory, esthetic, and symbolic qualities of
visuals, sound, and the moving image, and, therefore, of multimedia. However, it is heavily
linear. Information literacy has a better account of the nonlinear, the database, the dispersed
network. Since the internet combines these qualities, again we need to combine these traditions in theorizing internet literacy. This allows us to deﬁne internet literacy as the ability
to access, understand, critique, and create information and communication content online.
To be sure, this is a deﬁnition tied to a technology (or domain, namely, online), and the
technology is complex and changing, but this is not to fall into technological determinism,
for precisely since technologies have been socially and institutionally shaped, they afford
certain uses or embody certain preferences over others, and different forms of representation
pose distinct interpretative demands.45 Consequently, technologies invite or encourage the
development of certain competences in preference to others, both in terms of basic skills
(using a mouse, navigating hypertext, learning netiquette) and advanced skills (evaluating
a Web site, contributing to a forum, inhabiting an online community). Thus, an interactive
focus on user and text or technology is vital.46
The subﬁeld of human-computer interaction, interestingly, treats computer or information literacy not simply as a skill, but rather as an interaction between skilled users and
well-designed interfaces.47 Similarly, the text reader model of interpretation (applied to both
ﬁlm and television, and itself derived from the domain of print literacy) stresses meaning
as emergent from the activities of active subjects and polysemic texts.48 Indeed, there is a
thought-provoking parallel between the theorization of interactivity in the ﬁeld of information literacy (through the contrast between the “inscribed user” and the actual users, plural,
who interpret, normatively or otherwise, the meanings ﬂexibly encoded into a technological
system49 and the theorization of the “inscribed subject” or “model reader” anticipated by the
text and the empirical audiences, plural, who decode or read against the grain when faced
with an audiovisual text in the ﬁeld of media literacy.50 We may add to this the growing
literature on computer-mediated communication and its account of the speciﬁc communicative literacies associated with online peer-to-peer interactions but drawing, historically, on
face-to-face interaction.51
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Much in these converging traditions draws on a common origin in the analysis of print
literacy, particularly in the stress on interpretation (or literacy not just as reading the printed
word, but also as “reading the world”52 ). This legacy from print literacy remains crucial in
relation to the internet, much of whose content is, after all, print—along with the associated
reference frames of pages, reading and writing, sending, printing, looking up, ﬁling, and
so forth; the question of how representation is altered as we move from page to screen
is a fascinating one.53 Other dimensions of the print legacy are also important: Gunther
Kress traces back to the dominance of print our cultural blindness to images compared with
words; for though the power of images is widely recognized, our analytic and regulatory
tools are more developed for words, hence the value of his development of an analytic
toolkit to recognize the visual (hence, he proposes the concept of “visual literacy”), for “the
exponential expansion of the potentials of electronic technologies will entrench visual modes
of communication as a rival to language in many domains of public life.”54 He reminds us,
further, of the important stress on writing in relation to print literacy when he observes that
“writing has been the most valued means of communication over the last few centuries—
the one that has regulated access to social power in Western societies.”55 It is especially the
dual emphases on writing as well as reading—preserved in the fourth term of the deﬁnitions
of both media and information literacy (as “communicate” or “create,” respectively)—that
has rendered literacy subject to close regulatory scrutiny. Not only does reading permit the
dissemination of knowledge in a manner that may escape control, but especially, writing
further democratizes knowledge in a move that challenges the authority of elites.56
Along with the emphasis on individual skills accompanying each new medium, historians identify an institutional (often, also a legal) history of regulatory interventions that
manage the dissemination and use of these skills, resulting in critical scholarship on how
the state intervenes—generally through educational institutions, though also the law and
other agencies—in what might otherwise seem the private activities and pleasures of private
individuals or private businesses (e.g., publishing, the press). Such normative concerns are
now evident in the initiatives funded in relation to ICT literacy. As for print literacy, the
purpose is often more to promote a skilled workforce, thereby advancing employment and
economic competitiveness, than to support a critical, informed, and actively engaged citizenry. Hence, public policy resources are generally devoted more to enabling basic access
and understanding than to critical evaluation or user-generated content creation. Critical
scholarship must counter, therefore, by pointing out that the accepted deﬁnitions of media
and information literacy are not satisﬁed with just knowing one’s audiovisual “ABC”; one
must also be able to communicate—to create content as well as to decode it; otherwise, one
positions the public as mere recipients rather than also active producers and distributors of
information and communication.57 Yet the promise of literacy, surely, is that it can form
part of a strategy to reposition the media user—from passive to active, from recipient to
participant, from consumer to citizen.
Findings from the “UK Children Go Online” project suggest some positive prospects here,
though again, some disappointing realities. They suggest that young people enthusiastically
take the initial steps toward interactivity, communication, and participation, with some more
active than others, but often, they do not sustain the activity or engage as thoroughly as those
casually observing them might hope. For example, seven in ten nine- to nineteen-year-olds
who use the internet weekly report at least one form of interactive engagement with a Web
site (out of doing a quiz, sending an e-mail/SMS/picture/story to a site, voting for something
online, contributing to a message board, offering advice to others, ﬁlling in a form or signing
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Figure 1
Explaining online opportunities and risks among teenagers.

a petition online), but on average, the total number of ways of interacting is 1.5 out of the
eight asked about, suggesting that despite the many online invitations to interact, adoption
remains low, especially among working-class teenagers. Similarly, the survey found that
34 percent of nine- to nineteen-year-olds who go online at least once a week have tried
to set up their own Web page—more often boys than girls, and more often older than
younger children (though younger children indicate that they would like to develop the
skills to make a site). While over a third feel that making their own site is in some ways
impressive, suggesting a considerable desire to be active and creative content producers as
well as receivers, closer examination showed that of these, one in three never managed to
get their Web page online, and a further one in three do not maintain their site—only one
in nine, therefore, have created, uploaded, and maintained a site, and among these, doing
so was often a requirement of their curriculum.
What might encourage a more ambitious use of the internet? The “UK Children Go Online”
survey ﬁndings revealed that online expertise matters.58 Measured in terms of the number of
online skills that twelve- to seventeen-year-olds claim to be good at, as well as their reported
self-efﬁcacy, and assessed in terms of the range of online opportunities that the teenagers
engage in, as well as the range of risks they have encountered online, the ﬁndings suggested
that—as for learning to read or ride a bicycle—those with greater internet literacy take up
greater online opportunities and, perhaps more surprisingly, encounter more risks also, as
shown in ﬁgure 1. This diagram models the relations, direct and indirect, among demographic variables (age, gender, socioeconomic status), the quality (or variety) of the teens’
internet access, the level of their online skills, and frequency/length of their use, together
with the range of opportunities (e.g., education, civic participation, peer communication,
information search, etc.) and risks (e.g., pornography, race hate, sexual harassment, stranger
contact, or bullying) that they experience online.59
This empirical examination provides some encouragement for those who seek to overcome
the digital divide by intervening in young people’s internet literacy (whether via training,
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education, online provision, or better design); increased literacy results in increased opportunities over and above the positive effects of access and use. However, it points to a problem
for policy makers and parents, for the positive correlation identiﬁed between the range of
opportunities and risks that teenagers encounter online makes it apparent that initiatives
designed to improve opportunities are also likely to increase risks, while those designed to
minimize risks may also reduce opportunities. Indeed, as the absence of certain lines in
the diagram conveys, access and use do not in and of themselves increase the likelihood
of online risks, and nor does literacy reduce it; rather, the online risks are the outcome of
online opportunities. The analysis also counters the technologically determinist view that
merely providing access to the hardware could be enough; for, while better quality of access
(e.g., more access locations, or having the internet for longer) was found to increase the range
of online opportunities experienced by teenagers, the more literate among them gained an
additional beneﬁt over and above the less literate with equivalent access (or, indeed, equivalent amount of use).60
As soon as we inquire, however, into what these online opportunities might and should
include, the normative character of internet literacy discussions becomes apparent. For society must ask what expectations it has for young people’s internet use—what, in short, do
we hope for young people and how much should their internet use be supported through
institutional and other forms of support?
Internet Literacy as a Normative Project
Clarity over the purposes of literacy is often lacking, resulting in some crucially unresolved
debates in both traditions discussed in this chapter, bringing, in turn, an unresolved and
contested legacy to the analysis of internet literacies.61 In the media literacy tradition, signiﬁcant differences of opinion persist among theorists and media educators regarding their
valuation of the media themselves: How much emphasis should be placed on critiquing or
on appreciating media? One might here compare the notion of advertising literacy, seen
as providing a cultural defense against the normative messages of media corporations, with
that of ﬁlm literacy, advocated for enabling a cultural appreciation of the esthetic, creative,
and pleasurable potential of audiovisual expression.62 This uncertainty in pedagogy inﬂuences, and undermines, the justiﬁcation, implementation, and evaluation of media literacy
programs, whether through either media education or citizenship initiatives, an uncertainty
that now continues to shape contemporary discussions over the appropriate uses of internet
literacy.63 Similarly, information literacy advocates do not agree about the desired balance
between technical skills and information skills, or the importance of motivational versus
economic barriers to understanding, or the weight to be put on information literacy as a
means of competing in an increasingly information-oriented labor market or as a means to
participate fully as a citizen in the knowledge society. All these are debates, essentially, over
the politics of literacy and literacy education. Concretely, one may ask not only whether
Megan, Anisah, and Ted are “internet literate” but, also, what more should they know, and
whose responsibility is this?
Being able to use the internet is of little value in and of itself. Rather, its value lies in
the opportunities that it opens up, just as the history of debates over print literacy are, fundamentally, debates over the manner, inclusiveness, and purposes of public participation
in society.64 I have argued elsewhere that we can identify three broad purposes to which
media and information literacies contribute.65 First, democracy, participation and active
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citizenship: in a democratic society, a media and information-literate individual is more able
to gain an informed opinion on matters of the day, and to be able to express their opinion individually and collectively in public, civic, and political domains, while a media and
information-literate society supports a critical and inclusive public sphere. Second, knowledge economy, competitiveness, and choice: in a market economy increasingly based on
information, often in a complex and mediated form, a media and information-literate individual is likely to have more to offer, and therefore achieve at a higher level in the workplace,
and a media and information-literate society is innovative and competitive, sustaining a rich
array of choices for the consumer. Third, lifelong learning, cultural expression, and personal
fulﬁllment: since our highly reﬂexive, heavily mediated symbolic environment informs and
frames the choices, values, and knowledge that give signiﬁcance to everyday life, media and
information literacy contribute to the critical and expressive skills that support a full and
meaningful life, and to an informed, creative, and ethical society.
These purposes are deliberately framed to capture both the individual competences and
institutional structures that, together, underpin literacy. For across diverse traditions, literacy
research has often been strongly contested for its individualistic emphasis on skill. Literacy
should, it is argued by these critics, be conceived as both an individual accomplishment or
a social and cultural practice.66 Just as competences can be conceptualized at several levels,
from the basic (using the pen, the remote control, the mouse) through to intermediate skills
(ﬁnding a book in the library, identifying a reliable Web page, contributing to a forum) and
then to advanced competences (creativity, specialized learning, participation, and critique),
so too can the social structures that underpin these competences. At the basic level, then,
internet literacy is enabled by and depends on the design of interfaces, software, and technical
provision;67 at the intermediate level, literacy requires institutional supports (education and
other learning environments, accountable gate-keeping practices, well-resourced curricula,
and information resources); at the most ambitious level, internet literacy requires societal
encouragement both online and ofﬂine for democratic engagement, open and responsive
civic organizations, an innovative and ﬂexible economy, and a rich and diverse culture. In
short, media and information literacies do not simply concern the ability to use the electronic
program guide for digital television, or to complete one’s income tax return online. Nor are
the purposes restricted to becoming a more informed consumer or getting a better-paid
job, though in methodological terms, these may be more readily evaluated against tangible
outcomes.
However, research within media literacy and information literacy divides on the politics
of literacy research. Some in the ﬁeld of media literacy work within the administrative approach, in Paul Lazarsfeld’s terms,68 seeking directly to contribute to and inﬂuence policy on
media literacy (for example, tracking ICT diffusion and access via government or commercial
surveys). Other work takes a critical approach, exploring how people use media for their own
sometimes non- or counternormative purposes, or critiquing the authorities that seek to “improve” literacy for administrative, economic, or commercial purposes. In the informational
domain, similarly, research is bifurcated. For example, research on the search engine in the
administrative tradition uses survey-based studies to examine access to and familiarity with
search engines, the skills of different types of users, or the sophistication of users’ search
queries. In addition, studies using ratings and metrics examine the demographic trends in
search engine choice and use, often to inform the advertising industry. Other research takes
a critical viewpoint, integrating economic analysis, observation, and experiments, to question the adequacy of search engines for the public good, to critique the private structure of
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the industry and its lack of transparency in information provision, and so forth. Thus, the
critical focus of the two traditions has been different. Media literacy—because of the focus
on the dominant institutions of the mass media—has developed a critical focus on the value
of media (appreciate or deplore, value culture or defend against harm), and an interest in
the public’s resistance to dominant meanings. Information literacy—because of its greater
focus on the challenges of access, and their associated barriers and enablers—has developed
its critical focus on in/equality, competition, and redistribution across the population. Both
these foci are, clearly, critical points of intervention for the academy in responding to society wide initiatives to promote literacy of all kinds, including internet literacy for young
people.
Conclusions
This chapter has stressed the historical continuities between internet literacy and print literacy, in order that the ambitious expectations society has for print literacy (notably, the
importance of writing as well as reading, and the expectation of critical understanding at
levels far beyond knowing one’s ABC) can be extended to internet literacy in the information age; for these not only support a skilled labor force, but also ensure cultural expression,
civic participation, and democratic deliberation. It has also noted the discontinuities, insofar as internet literacy poses some speciﬁc challenges, partly arising from the rapid pace of
change and the consequent reverse generation gap regarding children’s and adults’ expertise,
and partly arising from the unprecedented convergence of hitherto distinct spheres (public
and private, work and leisure, education and home, information and entertainment, etc.)
associated with the ubiquity of online technologies in developed countries; this, in turn,
demanding a convergence of diverse forms of literacy.
Given such ambitious expectations regarding youthful internet literacy, this chapter has
challenged popular claims regarding young people’s online expertise, not in order to criticize young people themselves—who are undoubtedly enthusiastic, creative, and motivated
in their exploration of online opportunities—but in order to make visible society’s failure
to sufﬁciently support their internet literacy through design, education, and regulation. The
“myth of the cyberkid”69 or “the digital generation”70 (a rhetorical term whose technological determinism David Buckingham, 2006, critiques) may mitigate against increasing public
policy resources to support young people’s learning and participation. It also seems that asserting children to be in control of their online experiences legitimates a deregulatory regime
that frees the market to the degree that it poses a risk to children’s safety.71 Undoubtedly,
the prevailing tendency in communications’ regulation across North America and Europe
is toward “lighter touch” regulation or, preferably, self-regulation for an increasingly global
industry. The consequent threat of harm to the public is countered by the claim that, conversely, such trends “empower” by providing more choice for an increasingly media-literate
public.72 To some degree, children are recognized as a special or “vulnerable” group in such
policy debates, but the favored solutions are not to sustain industry regulation, but rather
to increase educational initiatives to enhance media literacy.73 While media literacy initiatives are much to be welcomed, a critical analysis requires that we recognize these as part
of a broader shift from direct control by government to governance through “action at a
distance” regulating parents, for example, through discursively established norms of “good
parenting” and “appropriate children’s conduct.”74 One consequence is that this creates a
skills’ burden that parents and children neither can nor should bear alone.
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Today’s connections between literacy, education, and individual responsibility are also
foreshadowed in the history of print literacy. Carmen Luke (1989) links the historical emergence of discourses of literacy, child-rearing, and childhood to the conﬂuence of the invention of the printing press in the late ﬁfteenth century and to the “birth of the school” by the
middle of the sixteenth century.75 By the sixteenth century, she notes, “learning had been
removed from the home, the streets, or the community and had been replaced by an organized and regimented institutional setting where rewards, punishments, and the ideas and
skills to be learned were provided by an authority other than the more familiar and personal
authority of family and community members.”76 Intriguingly, it seems that today this trend
is reversed: public policy stresses putting learning back into the home and community, resulting in what Buckingham, Scanlon, and Sefton-Green have termed the “curricularization
of leisure” and, partly in consequence, to the growing attention—public, policy, academic—
to questions of literacy.77 Both the removal from and then the reinsertion into the home of
education, socialization, and learning form part of the same larger trend, namely the institutionalization of childhood, the incursion of the state into the realm of private life, including
the repositioning of children from being the private property of families into a public, civil
discourse.78
While the growth of state regulation over parents, children, and the home represents
the downside of this trend, the concomitant rise of an international discourse of children’s
rights by the end of the twentieth century represents the positive side. Optimistically, then,
literacy—including internet literacy—could represent a means of empowerment for young
people in a mediated world.
Victor Quinn deﬁnes “empowerment” precisely not as the provision of adult or predigested
information to children nor, simply, as free access to any information, but rather as enabling
children to be able to do what they can do best.79 In this view, it is not enough for adults
to leave young people to get on with it, but rather it demands that they listen, respond
carefully, providing feedback on creative or other forms of activity, encouraging critical
reﬂection, taking their participation seriously. Yet the form of “empowerment” adult society
provides through the internet is often a far cry from this: educational Web sites reinforce
“right answer” learning as opposed to critical questioning, civic participation sites encourage
youth to “have their say,” but rarely listen to or act on what they say. Many information
resources encode strategies of textual closure rather than openness—what Stuart Hall called
the “preferred reading”80 (frequently asked questions, recently asked questions, top ten lists,
fact of the week, our favorites, etc.), and “sticky” commercial sites, acting in effect as walled
gardens, tend to discourage the very exploration that a network structure could and should
afford.81
No wonder that what excites young people about the internet is primarily the peer-topeer opportunities it affords, in which they provide for each other the responsiveness, criticism, humor, feedback, openness, and networking that so often is absent from content
designed for children by adults. Yet since information and communication technologies
increasingly represent a key route to education, health, civic engagement, employment
skills, participation in government, therapeutic advice, extended family relations, and so
forth, it is here that we must ensure literacy is sufﬁcient. Celebrating young people’s enterprise and enthusiasm, while failing to support, respond, or engage with their online
activities, risks failing to bring to fruition the ambitious hopes we hold not only for the
internet but, more signiﬁcantly, for young people. Overestimating their literacy is also hazardous, because anxieties about risk are, to some degree justiﬁably, enhanced in the risk
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society, and because support for the individual making these judgments (education, socialization, and institutional norms) is reduced as the burden of responsibility is shifted
from provider to consumer, a process Ulrich Beck describes as “the individualization of
risk.”82
As more and more policy emphasis at national and international levels is placed on “media
literacy” or “information literacy” or “internet literacy,” critical scholars have all the more
reason simultaneously to support internet literacy initiatives, to assert ambitious expectations
in evaluating their effectiveness, to scrutinize the policy objectives that promote them and,
last, to challenge the inﬂated public claims regarding the “internet-savvy” teenager that
accompany them.
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